Developed to optimize
the way companies do business

Smartphone App to collect, organize, and share expenses, work times, absences,
services, travel costs and employee data

One app, many functions,
intuitive in use
The AbaCliK business app makes it possible to collect information of all kinds (services, working time, expenses, insight into the personnel dossier), to assign projects or customers and to synchronize them with
Abacus Business Software with just the touch of a finger. In addition to time and cost savings, the use of
AbaCliK also contributes to compliance with legal guidelines, such as the obligation to record working hours.
AbaCliK can be downloaded free of charge for iOS and Android in the Apple App Store and in the Google Play Store
and can be used without registration. Charges apply only when synchronizing with Abacus Business Software.
Expense entry without paper chaos
With AbaCliK you can photograph expense receipts and
supplement with information such as expense type, project, payment type, or comments. Documents are digitally signed by the software and must not be stored.

Service entry via bar code or timer
Branch-independent service entry allows work hours,
mileage and other types of work to be entered for a
project or a customer while on the go. The services can
be entered manually, via bar code, or by using a timer.

In & Out: Work time recording
Swiss law requires that working times be recorded. This
can be done manually or automatically in AbaCliK using
RFID (Android), bar code, or GPS technology. The app
records when employees enter or leave their place of
work (only possible when recorded via GPS).

Experience the AbaCliK functions live. Register for a webinar at www.abaclik.ch
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Privacy is protected
With AbaCliK, each employee can decide for themselves which data will be shared or synchronized with
the ERP software.

AbaCliK supports and digitalizes various work processes in the following languages: German, French, English,
Spanish, Italian, and Portuguese. The app also functions when there is no internet connection available. All information can be entered offline and later synchronized with Abacus Business Software as soon as there is access to
the internet.

ESS: Personnel management of the future
The Employee Self Service function allows employees to
independently modify their address or civil status in
AbaCliK as well as apply for absences, holiday, or child
allowances. The employer has the possibility to send
payroll settlements or wage statements directly to
employees.

Timesheet tile
The new 'Timesheet' tile makes it possible to report
work times for a project directly and on time. During
the development of this function, special attention was
paid to recording a time entry with as few entries as
possible.

Enter, approve, and invoice travel costs
Trips are created directly in AbaCliK then checked and
approved by a superior with just a few clicks. Lump-sum
or actual costs are selected and added to a trip.

For more details, visit www.abaclik.ch

Your advantages
Optimise your business processes with AbaClik
and be fully digital and mobile!

Save administrative work, time, and costs
Paper chaos, consumption, and multiple copies become
obsolete
Continuous digital and lean business processes
Location-independent and immediate processing of
business transactions
Easy-to-use with high employee satisfaction
Positive effect on employee motivation
Efficient controlling with high-quality and up-to-date
information
Data available in real time in Abacus Business Software
Branch-independent applicability
Compliance with legal requirements
Expense entry
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